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Program Goals and Learning 

Outcomes
• Presenters will introduce new programming ideas for kids 

ages 8-13. Attendees will leave the presentation with ways 
to adapt the ideas to their specific libraries, within their 
budgets, and with their existing resources.

• Attendees will gain knowledge about different obstacles 
that can occur with this age group as well as ways to work 
around those obstacles.

• Attendees will learn a variety of ways in which they can 
adapt their programs for children with special needs or 
learning disabilities.

• Attendees will leave this presentation feeling more 
confident in their ability to implement programming for 
tweens.



It ain’t easy bein’ a tween…

• PUBERTY (dun, dun, duuuuuuuun)

• More complex social/emotional 
situations; heightened emotions

• Concerned about blending in with 
peers

• More self-conscious

• Move towards independence and 
greater responsibility



THE PREADOLESCENT BRAIN



THE PREADOLESCENT BRAIN
• Beginning to make permanent connections

• Short-term memory improves

• Logic improves

• Able to think more abstractly

• Pick up on other people’s emotional cues

• Solve complex problems in a logical way

• Less egocentric-able to see things from another’s perspective



PROGRAMMING WITH THE TWEEN IN MIND

• You might notice that tweens:
• Engage in strong, intense interests, often short lived
• Prefer interactions with peers
• Prefer active to passive learning

• So, you might need to:
• Present limited amounts of new information
• Provide opportunities for students to process and reinforce 

the new information and to connect the new information 
with previous learning

• Provide programs that are varied, with lots of involvement 
and hands-on activities

• Provide more opportunities for peer collaboration                            
nea.org



BREAK!---BARBIE BUNGEES

• SUPPLIES



MAKER DAYS

• Focused on the 8-14 year old crowd

• Require independence, allow for 
parent/guardian involvement

• One-shot activities

• Do not require a great deal of explanation-
learn by doing

• Offer variety (not just science activities, not 
always the same science activity)



SCIENCE-$$

• Fizzy Moon Sand (chemical reactions)
• Color Changing Science (pH)
• Hanger Music (harmonics)
• Making Slime (chemical reactions, non-

Newtonian fluids)
• Paper Boat Races (buoyancy) 
• Boo Bubbles (chemistry, changes in state)



TECHNOLOGY-$$$

• Makey Makey® 
Anything (circuitry) 

• Arduino Boards

• 3D Print Days

• Coding Activities
– Tynker

– Code.org

– Scratch

– Hopscotch

– CodeAcademy

• Little Bits

• Stop Motion Video 
Contest

• Squishy Circuits 

• Robots
– Dash and Dot

– Moss Robotics

– Ozobots

– Lego Mindstorms

– Fischertechniks



ENGINEERING-$

• Build an unsinkable boat 

• Bridges (paper, lego, straws, toothpicks and 
marshmallows, etc.)—Talk about distribution 
of weight. 

• Build the tallest tower

• Rockets (paper or bottle)

• Cardboard marble track

• Egg Drop

• Build a wonder of the world



ART-$$

• Making Musical Instruments

• Watercolor Self-Portraits (Read They All Saw A 
Cat)

• Decorate a pumpkin as your favorite book 
character.

• Art Day

• Banana Pin Art

• Tie Dye

• Push-Pin Art

• Art in a bag



MATH (Logic)-$

• Often happens concurrently with another 
subject.

• Measurement scavenger hunt (with treats!)

• Math riddle challenge

• Sudoku Puzzle Race 

• Drawing Tessellations (art & math)



FOR ALL STEAM ACTIVITIES…

• Tweens….

– Ask lots of questions-be prepared!

– Lose interest quickly-provide alternate 
ideas/challenges

– Are touchy about their social groups-be able to 
modify for group/individual



RESOURCES

• Star Net Libraries

– https://www.starnetlibraries.org/

• Instructables

– https://www.instructables.com/

• Steve Spangler Science

– https://www.stevespanglerscience.com

https://www.starnetlibraries.org/


BREAK!-WATERCOLOR 

SELF-PORTRAITS
• SUPPLIES

– Watercolors

– Crayons

– Paper



ROBOTICS CLASSES

• Do
– Keep age groups (learning 

ranges) together
– Have something tangible to 

take home
– Introduce them to multiple 

thought 
processes/programs

– Plan for variety on and off 
the computer
• Challenges
• Activities
• Building
• Coding

• Don’t
– Expect them to become 

experts in one 
session/class

– Get frustrated when they 
pitch obscure, impossible 
ideas.

– Plan on them 
remembering everything 
week to week or even hour 
to hour.

– Overload them with too 
much information/too 
many options.



CODING CLASSES

• Do

– Start with the basics-
coding is a new language

– Activities that teach coding 
without any computer

– Give real world examples

– Use coding websites for 
kids

– Have end goals, and tell 
them those goals

– Be flexible

• Don’t

– Tell them all of the answers

– Let them give up

– Be upset when plans 
change

– Get stuck on problems

– Fix the code for them

– Underestimate them

– Let them put themselves 
down

– Tell them it will be easy



CAD CAMP

• Programs used
– Tinkercad

– Fusion 360

– Cricut Design

• Tools Used
– 3D Printer

– Cricut Maker

– Glowforge

• Initial setup
– 3-2 hour sessions

– Lots of hands on problem 
solving

– Creative activities 
interspersed 

– Snacks

• Lessons Learned
– 6 hours is NOT long 

enough

– Classes move at different 
paces- have alternate, but 
not necessary, activities



AFTER SCHOOL ADVENTURES

• Ages 5-12
• Activities including science, engineering, art, cooking, 

and play
• Some successful programs have been:

– Salsa
– Butter
– Nature painting
– Indoor snowball fights and balloon tennis
– Candy catapults
– French bread pizza
– Pancakes
– Armpit fudge
– Alka-seltzer rockets



INCLUSION AND ACCOMMODATION

KIDS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS:

• May interrupt or disrupt

• Might get easily frustrated or discouraged

• Take instruction very literally

• May not comprehend sarcasm or humor

• May not have a sense of personal space

• May want to take part in activities for children 
much younger than them



INCLUSION AND ACCOMMODATION

“For many students with disabilities—and for many without—
the key to success in the classroom lies in having appropriate 
adaptations, accommodations, and modifications made to the 
instruction and other classroom activities.”

-Center for parent information and resources, 2016

• MODIFICATION: a change in what is being taught to or 
expected from the student.

• ACCOMMODATION: a change that helps a student overcome 
or work around the disability.



INCLUSION AND ACCOMMODATION

• Encourage other kids to help or work with the 
child—basically just treat them like any other 
peer.

• The library should be a safe place for all 
abilities.

• Be patient. 

• Don’t be afraid to ask the parent or caregiver 
for information or help. Get to know each 
child as well as you can.



INCLUSION AND ACCOMMODATION

• Give explanations in small, distinct steps
• Provide written as well as oral directions
• When giving directions to the class, leave a pause 

between each step so student can carry out the 
process in his mind.

• Ask questions requiring short answers
• Motivate the student
• Be more concrete-using pictures and 

manipulatives
• Reduce the amount of new ideas

readingrockets.org



QUESTIONS?

Amanda Bowden
Children’s Librarian
amanda.bowden@portneuflibrary.org
208-237-2192

Holly Jackson
Director (Former Young Adult Librarian)
holly.jackson@portneuflibrary.org
208-237-2192


